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DAY 01: BRUNEI ~ SINGAPORE ~ INCHEON

(MOB)

Your vacation begins with a pleasant flight to Seoul capital of Korea, ‘Land of Modern Miracles & Ancient Traditions’.
DAY 02: INCHEON ~ JEJU ISLAND
(L/D)
Upon arrival, you will meet by our local representative and transferred to Gimpo Domestic Airport for your flight to Jeju Island. Upon arrival,
proceed to the Yongduam Rock (Dragon Head Rock), an unusual lava formation that looks like a roaring dragon rising from the sea into the sky.
Follow by Songsan Sunrise Peak, a volcanic crater perched out on the eastern tip of Jeju Island. Next, experience the strange phenomenon of
going uphill when your vehicle’s engine is turned off on the Mysterious Road. Follow by Cheonjeyeon Falls, a beautiful 3 tier waterfall and
gorge. Witness the famous Seonimgyo Bridge, the first arched bridge in the serenity of Cheonjeyeon falls. Enjoy your evening shopping at

Tapdong Street – Jeju well knows shopping district.
DAY 03: JEJU ISLAND
(B/L/D)
Morning, let’s visit Teddy Bear Museum. The gallery is grouped into three sections: the History Hall, the Art Hall and the Project
Exhibition Hall. In the History Hall, you can witness the 100 year history of teddy bears including famous scenes, popular teddy bears of
different eras, and antique teddy bears. Explore the Seongeup Folk Village shows the unique residential culture of the island; the poorly
made windscreen stone wall (black lava rock), the straight but curvy Ollae (narrow alley) to block the wind, and the stone statues which
have become the prime feature of the landscape. Next, Usangjeolli – The rock pillars shaped like cubes or hexagons of various sizes and
almost seem as if stonemasons had curved them out. Next, Chocolate Castle, Korea’s first chocolate museum constructed with volcanic
basalt stone from Jejudo Island. Chocolate in a plethora of shapes and sizes are collected from around the world, also you can watch the
traditional hand manufacturing process through large display windows. Let’s visit Jeju Dongmun Traditional Market, as a popular
traditional market; it has served countless customers in Jeju with diverse items at inexpensive prices compared to regular marts or
grocery stores.
DAY 04: JEJU ~ SEOUL ~ MT SORAKSAN
(B/L/D)
Morning, transferred to Jeju airport for your morning flight back to Gimpo Airport. Upon arrival, proceed to Daegwallyeong Ranch ~
Winds Village. Is a sheep farm raises sheep on an area of 195 km, and is privately owned. Enjoy the farm activities like sheep feeding,
Cheese Making & Grass Tubing etc……Follow by the breathtaking Mt Sorak National Park, whose beauty is accented by is granite peaks,
lush green valleys and dense forests. Ascend to the summit by cable car (Subject to weather conditions). Take a peek at the impressive
Kwon Kum Seong Fortress, which commands an excellent view of the outer Sorak region. Follow by fascinating Shinheungsa Temple, a
historical monument constructed during the Shilla era.
DAY 05: MT SORAKSAN ~ JEONGSEON ~ KANGWON LAND
(B/L/D)
Morning, let’s move on to Jeongseon to experience the exciting & fun Rail Bike Excursion. You can experience the sensation of pedaling along
the tracks. The railway extends 7.2km from Gujeolli Station to Auraji Station. After the 50min rail bike, you will take a scenic train ride back to
the station. After that move on to Kangwon Land, an exciting moment begins. Start with your enjoyment of the Gondola Ride to the mountain
top and enjoys the magnificent scenery. Continues experience the latest ride – 2.2km Alpine Coaster Ride which has high speeds of 40km/h
with 10 up-downs and twist course and 2 whirlpools course. Enjoy the rest of the evening programs like try your luck in Casino etc.
DAY 06: KANGWON LAND ~ SEOUL
After breakfast, we will make our way to Everland Themepark (full day pass). Each season, visitors are treated to a kaleidoscope of flowers
festivals like the tulips, rose, lilies or chrysanthemum. For those thrill-seekers, take on the challenge of the Suspended Roller – Coaster, the
Amazon Express Water Adventure or Double-loop & Cork-Screw Coaster. Follow by Four Season Water Park, Rest & relax as you enjoy the spa
facilities which also can experience Jimjilbang. *Note: You are advised to bring swimwear and swimming cap.
DAY 07: SEOUL
Built in 1395, Gyeongnokgung Palace. The premises were destroyed by fire at the time of the Japan’s occupation of Korea during 1592 – 1598.
However, all of the leadership of Heungseondaewongun in the years of King Gojong (1852-1919). Continue move on to National Folk Museum,
it presents over 4,000 historical artifacts that were used in the daily lives of ordinary Korean people. Here you can fully immerse yourselves in
previous domestic and agricultural lifestyles, and learn about Korea’s cultural beliefs. Next, are you ready for Shopping? Let’s make our way to
Korean Ginseng and also stop by at Amethyst Factory where you get to see a wide selection of crystals and etc. After which, learn one of the
wonderful Korean culture experience program – Kimchi Making Class and do not miss the opportunity to take photos of you dressed in the
Korean Traditional Costume – HANBOK. Follow by most inexpensive places with the most variety items in Seoul; don’t miss Dongdaemun and
Namdaemun Market.
DAY 08: SEOUL ~ SINGAPORE ~ BRUNEI
(B)
Morning, shopping at Shinchon Ladies Street, a shopping street in front of Korea’s first women university, Ewha Women’s University. Follow by
stop over at the Herbal Shop & Local Supermarket for some last minute shopping before we bid farewell to the city of Seoul and transfer to
the airport for your flight back to Brunei. We hope you have had a memorable time with Bonasia Holiday Management Services!

